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Elegance from Handmade motorcycles
					and only one word : Avinton
In a world often reduced by mediocrity, the concept
of original product often gets absorbed by the
world of consumption. As a manufacturer
we’re unique in that we prefer our customers design
specifications over what
the bankers believe would
best suit an Avinton.
This is why having an
Avinton motorcycle is so
special and causes us to stand
out from the rest. Having
an Avinton is to love the perfect balance between fine lines, an
elegant French touch and the roar of our custom S&S motor, inspired
by the Cafe Racer’s era, mixed with the curves of the emblematic AC
Cobra by Carroll Shelby.

		The Collector range by
					
Avinton Motorcycles

The Finished Packs
					 by Avinton Motorcycles

It is important that you match your Avinton perfectly. First choose your
riding position... Race, GT, Roadster

Whether you’re looking for an elegant ride or a radical bad boy,
vintage look, you will inevitably find the finishing details that will
make your stomach turn in our finished packs. All finished packs
can be modified to meet your mood. Your future Avinton is governed
only by your dreams which we make possible.

The GT perfectly embodies the spirit of the «cafe racer» from
the first prototype from Avinton. Riding this bike, will bring back
those nostalgic feelings of friendly challenges from the mythic
evenings of Brighton’s Ace Cafe and the soundtrack of the
Rolling Stones. The GT offers an intermediate handlebar height
being situated 5cm higher than that of the Race and 5cm lower
than that of the Roadster. The GT’s riding position is the perfect
compromise of becoming one with machine while enjoying a
good amount of comfort.

Originale

Avinton is more than just a simple motorcycle, it is an extension of oneself. Whether it is the showpiece of your garage or the Sunday luxury ride,
our motorcycles will excite all of your sensations.
With a 1/4 of an American V8, displacement of 1647cc and a
torque of 170 Nm at 3000 RPM... this bike weighs in at a stunning 385 lb. (dry). Avinton motorcycles are unique and will offer you an exceptional experience. On board, you feel at home.
Our bike may it intimidate you... and you’ll respect it. You are
one with your machine.
Each Avinton motorcycle is produced by unit for each of its
owners according to their tastes, riding positions, breaking
and suspensions systems preferences...

The first from the Avinton
prototypes.

The muscle-bike spirit in all its splendor and excess. Decidedly
oriented towards performance. The Race differs from the GT
by an even sportier riding position. The handlebars are lower,
under the fork’s triple clamps. This offer’s the rider the thrill of
becoming one with the bike. With the weight distribution slightly
heavier on the front wheel, the Race offers an exceptional control
of trajectory and guarantees explosive turns. An incredible
geometrically unique riding experience.

All parts used in the manufacturing of a Avinton are carefully
analyzed. All aluminum parts are machined and forged, the bodywork and the fender are made from carbon fiber for fortitude
and lightness of weight.

Vintage

Deluxe

The most « Rock n’ Roll » of all our
muscle-bikes.

For elegance and comfort.

Grand Sport

Super Snake

Our most confortable Avinton to ride. The large handlebars and
the fork’s triple clamps are specifically adapted to its improved
steering angle. The Roadster is geared fort daily use and the
most suitable for urban traffic. All things considered, there
remains an authentic Muscle-bike strength in character coupled
with dynamic agility and comfort.

For the technical specifications go to www.avinton.fr/specifications

Even more elegant, more
beastly, even more unique...
more Avinton.

An emphasis on power and
performance.

Cult

Certainly the most « Haute
Couture » of Avinton.

For more details visit us at www.avinton.fr/finished-packs

« Motorcycles made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts* ...»
Avinton Team, at your service.
						

*A quick glance at some of our happy customers.
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